“Nature, is it part of your nature, to create creatures, raping your Heart?”
Is it part of our human nature to destroy nature? Can anything exist that is
not part of the Whole, of Nature as the Whole? Can the individual, individual
interest, multiplied a few billion times, destroy the whole? Is the self-centred
Force on earth, destroying our environment, poisoning our air, water and land,
our food, in the End stronger than the Selfless Force Representing the Whole?
Being aware of both Forces, not denying either of them, it is not impossible
to save the planet, to preserve and restore nature. If we dare to face our Ego, if
the Light Shines on the Dark, a lot is possible that seems now still far away.
If we Realize both sides of life – instead of hoping for and preaching the
good one (and in the meantime doing or allowing the other) – Compassion grows
and Balance, Harmony with nature might be found again. Once we OpenHeartedly faced the Dark, difficult, side in ourselves instead of projecting it on
‘the others’, accepting it by Feeling-Seeing it, then it becomes almost impossible
to, at the cost of others or our environment, serve our own supposed interests, of
our family, our accidental nation. These interests will disappear or at
least no longer exist in the way they seem to have existed. Serving the Whole appears to give much more real joy, Heartjoy, within, than serving ourselves.
I’m afraid that just ‘doing good’ won’t save the
planet. We’ve been doing or trying this for so
long already. Every action based on self, including doing good as self, has according to the
Law of Physics, its counteraction. Therefore
I say: Let’s go down into the Dark to work
on a Deeper Level, within, Beyond (but Medi-

tating) Duality. There, in the Dark, where Light is Allowed, the Heart can be
found, the Heart That is Beyond any self-obsession.
The Heart is patient, but whether the earth has also such an infinite
amount of time – if we continue the way we do – that is the question. I’m
afraid the answer is no. What I’m or rather the earth is concerned, let’s say bye
to our greedy, deluding mind that never managed to be really happy anyway.
Let’s Find again,
after a long, vain and tiring struggle to fulfil
ourselves, the
Heart. Let’s Go Down. Let’s Enter
the Earth
with our Consciousness finally.
Let’s Become it, instead of looking
at it from
above, as separate minds
not knowing
we have a Body, deciding over it
as an other or bluntly ignoring its existence, its vulnerability, its
love that is so
easy to step
upon.
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